2021 CHADD MENTORING COURSE

MENTORING WITHOUT BORDERS

NOVEMBER 5, 2021 | 1 TO 6 PM
VIRTUAL EVENT

REGISTER ONLINE: surveymonkey.com/r/CHADDRegister2021Nov

1-2PM

OPTIONAL 30-MINUTE NETWORKING SESSION
(Choose 1 or 2—each option opens at 1 or 1:30)

# Kids under 5
# I have a hobby I love at least as much as my work
# At a career crossroads but with no plans to leave my current institution
# Maybe in a midlife crisis?
# Struggling with a work environment
# Should I stay or should I go (midcareer decisions)
# Getting my first grant as an investigator
# Time management
# Surviving Your first 5 (or 10) years in practice
# Didn’t train here (faculty new to HMS)
# Transitioning internally from trainee to faculty
# Surviving the first years as a new PI
# Feeling alone when no one in the room looks like you
# Trying to renew my R01
# Do I continue chasing R01s or shift toward supporting junior faculty?
# Work-life balance
# Finding your voice through creative writing

2-3PM

KEYNOTE LECTURE
"Mentoring without Borders: Using the Science of Mentorship"
Christine Pfund, PhD, Director of the Center for the Improvement of Mentored Experiences in Research (CIMER), housed in the Wisconsin Center for Education Research at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

3-4PM

INTERACTIVE SESSIONS

- Building your developmental mentoring network for career success
  S. Jean Emans, MD; Maxine Milstein, MBA; Ellen W. Seely, MD
- Sponsorship
  Stephanie Mueller, MD, and Michael Sinha, MD, JD, MP
- Difficult Conversations
  Jo Shapiro, MD
- Self-Mentoring: Know your worth
  Cheryl Vaughn, PhD, EdM

4-5PM

PANEL DISCUSSION

Mentoring without Borders—Diversity and Inclusion
Moderated by Alden Landry, MD, MPH, Director of Health Equity Education at Harvard Medical School
Valerie Stone, MD, MPH (BWH)
Shelly Greenfield, MD (McLean)
James Chodosh, MD, MPH (MEE)

5-6PM

OPTIONAL SOCIAL HOUR

Now that you’re fresh with new ideas and goals, enjoy this time to build your network, expanding your mentoring borders